The Central Washington University Music Department is proud to present its Concert Hall. It was constructed in 2003-2004 as designed by Performance Architecture, and it is acoustically engineered to fully capture and enhance the performances that are given on its stage. Approximately 75 events are held here each academic year, and include the Presidential Concert Series which presents national performing artists to our university and community.

- Standard seating: 612
- Multiple ADA seating
- Seats L106-108 remove for mid-room audio/lighting control (-3)
- Rows AA-CC/center removable (-39)
- Additional aisle seats available (+14)
- Box seats are padded arm chairs - chairs are not numbered

Location:  906 W 14th Ave
Ellensburg, WA
(corner of 14th and Alder)

Entrance: From circular foyer at east of building, two double doors to the north lead to the Concert Hall.

Accessibility: All lower box seats are ADA accessible. Additional ADA seating may be gained (call and ask for more information if you have specific needs)

Please contact CWU Music for more information:
509-963-1216 (between 8am-5pm)
or visit us on the Web at:
http://www.cwu.edu/~music